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Blade Tip ZTV

No. of Turbines Theoretically Visible
- 1 - 3
- 4 - 6
- 7 - 9
- 10 - 12
- 13 - 15
- 16 - 18

Viewpoints
1. Chirnorie Cairn
2. Minor road to the south of Barrhill
3. B7027 Knockdrynald
4. SUW, Craig Aria Fell
5. Knockdolian
6. SUW, Hill of Ochiltree
7. Auchensoul Hill
8. The Merrick
9. Barr, Glenginnet Road
10. A714, Creeside
11. Millheuchar
12. NC507 Near Doughty Hill
13. Shalloch on Minnoch
14. Corseine
15. Colmonell
16. Byrne Hill
17. Kintoreoch Picnic Site
18. B734 Stinchar Valley
20. New Barr Trail (near White Knowes)
21. Barr Trail (Barr to Loch Doon Cycle Route)
22. Benyallary
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